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A n Autumn Sketch.
BZ FREDERIC PERRY NOBLE.
H IR TY days,saith the ancient rhyme,
hath September.
Usually these
wise saws and modern instances
are right, but in this year of grace,
thanks to the foul fiends of wind
and wet and cold, the sage saying is at
fault. September had only five days or so
that were not dies non, and in case Octo
ber keeps on as it began it looks as if the
weather-gods would vouchsafe us only
one real day in this hunter’ s moon. . So
it may not be unworthwhile to speak of a
few autumn days in the Rangeleys that
showed themselves to be red-letter days
and stand marked with a white cross in
memory’ s picture-gallery.
The scene is Kennebago and Little Ken
nebago, the time a September Sunday.
A Maine dew, more' effective in its pene
trating power than the far-famed Scotch
mist, had fallen all Saturday, devoting
itself to business from midnight to mid
night with a stedfast and tireless indus
try worthy of a better cause. But in the
dark before dawn of the Sabbath morn a
brave west wind leaped into life, -and at
nine o ’clock a great gale was sweeping
the cloud-rack and the cob-webs eastward
ho! till presently* the sky was a vault of
sapphire, in which tho azure air itself
seemed alive, and every winged and
wandering wind pulsed with torrent ful
ness of life. Meanwhile the frost-king had
not been idle during the night, for, tho he
had not himself come all the way from his
home of ice and snow, he had sent his
herald, and the wind had breathed an
arctic crispness, as of iced and sparkling
champagne, into tho air. Southward—
speeding summer turned to the tropics
that very day, and the golden-hearted
sunshine shot its spears of light and
warmth almost powerlessly against the
cold, crystal-clear atmosphere. Forest,
mount and stream were apparelled in celes
tial light. Lake and peak and w ood seem
ed translucent and transmuted. Earth and
its mountains became more than mere
masses of brute matter.
Their solid
bases grew ethereal and subtile, as if
penetrated and sublimed by an informing
spirit.. The rejoicing wind sang paean.
Autumn, the year’ s master of revels, had
arrived, and had laid his mellowing hand
upon the foliage, and had set every tree
aflame with divinity.
Untiring muscles of steam and steel
wrestle against wind ancj, wave, as with
the sinews and hammer of Thor, till the
launch wins the lower end of the larger
lake, the habitations of men at its head
lending a human interest, an element and
suggestion of cities and civilization, to
the picturesque and almost savage scenery.
Then two stout pairs of arms, two sets of
sturdy oars, propel a stanch skiff swiftly
UP an enchanted and labyrinthine stream,
a Hood-tide for fulness and a mill-race in
speed, till Little Kennebago bursts on the
sight. It is a spectacle of splendor, a
vision of glory. The everlasting hill's, not
here aloof and haughty, circle round in
au amphitheater, close companionably
toward the water, and embrace tho little
lake as if it were a cuddling child. But
tbe slopes and hollows of the mountains!
*t is as if the heavens had opened, and
some supernal world resplendent in kingly
‘-rimson and gold had descended from the
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empyrean'. Here is no hint, no whisper of
man, other than the presence of the awed
and hushed watchers who feel themselves
in a temple. It is God who made the
country. So intense, so lustrous, so vivid
is the air, that it recalls the oxygen flame
whose blue gleam can with difficulty be
discerned in the garish light of common
day. The forest revels in an iridescent
dream of color and hue and shading and
tint. Crimson and gold; emerald and
maroon and scarlet; ebon black and silver
white; the chiaroscuro of light and shade;
shafts of sunshine playing hide-and-seek
in leaf)" lanes of shadow; dimples in the
many-langhing water; the dark green of
cedar or fir made almost purplish-blue by
the deceptive distance; and the softly swel
ling shoulders of the mountains, them
selves dressed in living green and crowned
with the miniature Sierra Nevada of
serrated tree-tops—all conspire to trans
form the woods to a world of wonder. It
is an apotheosis of beauty, an argument
for its divinity, an apocalypse of its holi
ness.
What W ordsworth called “ the
silence that is in the lonely hills” finds in
telligence and voice. The day uttereth
speech. Dear Chaucer, “ with his infant
ine, familiar clasp of things divine,” right
ly characterized Nature as “ the vicaire of
tho Almightie Lorde;” and here she
hymns the praises of her Maker, for
Whose delight all things were made.
Coleridge, rapt in contemplation of Mont
Blanc, cried that “ earth with her thou
sand voices praises G od;” and now the
listening worshiper, raptured in rever
ence, might almost hear the earth take up
the angels’ cry: “ Holy, holy, holy, Lord
God Almighty! Heaven and earth aro
praising Thee. Heaven and earth are full
of Thee.”
But, recalling Horace Smith’ s thought:
“ Were I, O God, in churchless lands, remaining,
Far from all voice o f preachers or divines.

My soul would find, in flowers of Thine ordaining.
Priests,—sermons,—shrines!”------

and in that churchless land substituting
forests for flowers—a still more reverent
mood steals upon the worshiping spirit.
It remembers that this is G od’s world,
that God is in His world, that the Lord is
in His holy temple, and that it is meet
that all the earth should keep silence be
fore Him. But the silent soul notes that
the beauty of an autumn day and the
glory of Nature have led it up step by
step from earthly fancies to the altar of
heaven, and have left it kneeling, and that
when it rose it still found itself in prayer.
It is true that the Sabbath was made for
man, but it is still truer that man was
made to glorify God and enjoy Him. The
end for which man was chiefly created re
veals and interprets the object for which
his Maker blest and hallowed the seventh
day. When the heights become Mounts of
Transfiguration, it is good, as Peter the
fisherman confessed, to be there. One
is fain to build tabernacles. The Sabbath
that, if spent at the hotel, would have
been profaned, became, because passed in
the solitudes of nature and not without
worship, a holy day and a true Sabbath.
To be close to Nature’ s heart is to draw
closer to G od’ s heart. The spiritual city
was not far, and God was nigh. Char
lotte Bronte’s world-famous pen-picture of
Nature’s vespers, “ Nat.ure kneeling at her
evening prayer,” passes from the realm of
imagination toward that of reality. The
day is dead, but its tender grace lives on,
a benediction waking praise for all that
life may gain.

The scene shifts to Rangeley lake, the
time to the last Monday in September.
By rights, however, the day belonged to
October, the weather was so Indian sum
mer. The air is limpid and soft, filled
with the incense-fragrance of field and for
est, free from the daylight dusk of haze,
yet veiling the landscape far and near
with a draping that both conceals and re
veals, softens and strengthens, its outlines.
The air also ensphered a warm light, as elu
sive, unexpected and unpredictable as heatlightning, as lambent as the aureoleof lulus.
The Delectable Mountains of Pilgrim’ s
Progress seem to be verily here, and the
pearly pales of paradise to appear.
The P.angeley-fronting slopes of Bald
mountain, of the Dead River hills and
Kennebago mountains and of the South
B og summits have burst into a variety
and wealth of color surpassing that of any
human artist. Their grave and almost
frowning faces have in four br five days of
strong and winy sunlight assumed a new
aspect, a frolic countenance. Even Saddle
back mountain, usually severe and stern,
and now wont to hide his head in clouds
or mists, seems to relax a trifle and to smile,
albeit grimly. The eye-witness feels that,
if he does not behold a new heavens, he at
least beholds a new earth. Autumn, a
genial giant in merry mood, has changed
the beeches and birches and maples into
great bouquets, where leaves are flowers
and the flower-beds cover acres. The hol
low hills billow into depth beyond depth of
color. A De Quincey or a Ruskin, Beecher
or Kingsley or Starr King, might hope
with some seeming of success to limn thro
verbal art these riotous revels of blue and
brown and black and green, of red and
white and vermeil and yellow, of such half
tones as the blackish blues and greens,
or
to
reproduce
and sketch
in
black-and-white their myriad marvels of
delicate effect. The rest of us can but ad
mire, and long for the faculty divine to
body forth and interpret the mysteries of
Nature’ s color-scale. Sated with the
changeless, almost fadeless green of sum
mer, Nature has summoned autumn and
sunshine to tint the land in its highest
tones. These are the true thaumaturges.
Murillo and Rubens, Titian and Tur
ner are outdone.
Let them call to
their aid all the resources of art and in
vention and science for the creation of color,
and then mix mind with pigment as they
will,-------- they need never hope to com
pass the secret of the trees and their tints.
This secret is life. The trees are animate,
the old Greeks indeed holding that a
spirit, conscious and intelligent, dwelt
within each tree. Few trees in pictures
and no autumn foliage ever look anything
else than paint and varnish. Here Nature
is a cunning alchemist if not a wizard, and
the sunlight the master-magician of paint
ers. In autumn they transmute the leaves
to gold, and robe the mountains in clothof-gold, setting it off with crimson and
scarlet and touching it here and there
with emerald. Where the sun strikes upon
tbe silver birches in darkling forest-aisles,
they gleam and glisten like pillars of
Corinthian marble in temples of eld.
Indeed, as Bryant said, the groveste were
G od’s first temples. So were the high
places. The very retainers,—the alder, the
ash, the brakes and ferns, the grains
and grasses, the leafage of the rasp
berry and the sumac, the lordly golden-rod
and even the low ly "bunch-berry—partici
pate in the pageant, and in their different
degrees and fashions partake of the
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daedalian splendor. Over all shines “ the
light that never was, on sea or land, the
consecration and the poet’ s dream,” while
the dreaming land, as if time had ceased,
lies lapt in a rich, pellucid air that
Athens, the city of the violet crown, never
excelled, and is brooded over by tender
skies as blue as those of Italy.
But it is fairy gold. It is as evanescent
as the echoes of the horns of elf-land.
Autumn this year gives us not so much
elysian days as elysian hours.
Four days of chill east winds and of cold
rains ensue and prevail. When the cloudcurtain again lifts upon the stage, the liv
ing luster has been bleached from the pallid
leaves. Forest and field, meadow and
mountain stand dun and sere and somber.
Rangeley is becoming a grisly land of ice
and iron, and waits only for its ermine
pall of snow and the dirges and requi
ems of winter.
R a n g e l e y L a k e H o u se , Oct. 8, 1896.
Fish and Game Legislation.
The next legislature will have a vast
amount of work for its committees on
Fish and game, to attend to. Additions
to the already long list of changes and
new laws are being brought forward each
week.
A bill to prevent the carrying of guns
into the woods, in close time, is to comq.
up; licensing of guides will receive muchattention; one suggestion is to compel
all applicants to pass a written or orals
examination and pay a small fee for the:
license. Some owners of timber land favor
requiring each guide to furnish bonds as
a sort of protection from fires built oy
them. Still another is to make each
guide pay a small registration fee, after
a satisfactory examination, this is said
to meet with much favor among the guides.
Some people want moose protected for
ten years, others wish the present law
changed so that they can kill cow moose;
they want the bounty paid for bears and
wolves removed; then others want im
prisonment, as well as a fine, imposed on
any person who kills large gatae in close
time.
One foolish thing which some crank
wants made a law, is to tax visiting
sportsmen $10 or $25 for the privilege of
hunting in this State, the fees to go for
protecting and preserving fish and game.
Now will not someone give notice that
they will ask a law passed, compelling
every summer visitor to pay a fee o f
from $50 to $100 before they will be per
mitted: to leave the State; it might add
to the population, as many of them
would remain rather than pay the fee.
The fund thus received should be used
for establishing an Idiot Asylum for
these brilliant would-be law makers.
Monday was a record breaker in Ban
gor, 63 deer, six moose and three caribou
passed through.
The hotel help left on Tuesday morn
ing, there was quite an array as they
came down the walk.
New Boat for Rangeley Lake.

Frank W. Hewey will at once begin on
a new boat for use on Rangeley Lake. It
will be built on the same model as Billy
Soule’s “ Maysie.” J. H. Dyer, of Port
land will be here this week to take charge
of the work.
b o r n
Madrid,

Oct.

.
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B IR D AN D A N IM A L T A L K S.
Each Species Has Its Language, and
Som etim es They Swear Awfully.

Speaking about fowl having a language
of their own the Biddeford Journal says:
“ Ck-ck-ck-ck,” means, “ Here is food,”
“ cut-cut-cut”
indicates surprise and
curiosity; “ prr-a-rt, pra-a-rt” means, “ My
health is very good this morning and I
feel as independent as a hog on ice;”
“ c-r-r-r-r” means, “ Danger approaching
overhead; all able-bodied hens will be on
their guard and chickens would better
cease talking and get into the cyclone
cellar.” This brings to mind a good local
hen story. A South Portland lady keeps
a large number of the useful birds. Some
time ago a neighbor’ s little boy had a
lone hen given him, and as soon as she
was free she discovered that in the next
yard there were many of her kind. Ap
proaching the slat fence that divides the
two yards, the hen tried in vain to get
through. Discovering her, an old rooster
approached, and there ensued a very live
ly conversation in chicken lingo. Pretty
soon the hen started on a brisk trot to the
further end of the fence, crept through a
hole and joined the rooster. Now how
could she have known about this hole;
unless the rooster informed her.
As for horses, dogs and cats, of course
they converse with others of their kind.
Every student of animals believes it and
there is abundant evidence to support the
belief. Cats are great gossips, and when
they meet in back yards on nights they
fairly howl with delight when a racy bit
o f news is divulged. Toms are very profioient in cat language, and have a choice
vocabulary of words—some evidently
swear words. These saucy fellows can
give the young men of the day, who im
agine they know it all, many points on
courting, too, and when they pop the
question then woe be to the feline who
says “ I’m sorry to say no, but I ’ll be a
sister to you.” The fur is sure to fly then
and the language used is simply awful.
Do^p don’ t have so much to say as cats,
but its to the point. Some rascal of a
of a dog stole a piece of meat out of
Quincy Dyer’ s market some time ago, and
then boasted of it to other canines. As a
result Quincy has had his match to keep
his store from being looted.
Man, in his great wisdom, calls these
creatures dumb or, rather did call them so,
just as once he called the world flat.
“ There is more in heaven and earth,
Horatio, than is dreamt of in thy philoso
phy.” Sometime man oan talk with the
beasts—just as soon as he learns their
languages.1 Prof. Garner has done so al
ready with the chimpanzee. A 9 for the
domestic animals they understand much
of our language, when it isn’ t too high
flown, at least. Perhaps it’ s a good thing
humans can’ t understand what they say—
our cats and dogs might give us away to
our neighbors. A meaching, woebegone
cur was recently licensed. Now you
wouldn’ t know him, with his bead up and
tail wagging furiously. Of course he
knows that where before his value was 0,
it is now $1.15.—Cape Elizabeth Sentinel.
Patrick O’ Brien, of Lawrence, Mass.,
was arrested July 6th, last, for displaying
an Irish flag on an unfinished schoolhouse on July 4th. O’ Brien was the con
tractor but the'Judge fined him $10. He
appealed and the case was dismissed
Wednesday of last week. The statute,
under which action was brought, says
“ no foreign flag shall be displayed upon
any public building.” The Supreme Court
Judge ruled that Ireland was not a country
and had no flag, save that of Great
Britian.
O’ Brien had better paid ten
dollars than had his flag ruled out like
that.
The law is off on smelts.
Now the salmon in Rangeley Lake can
feed legally.

R a n g e le y P l a n t a t i o n .

William Moore, has been threshing for
E. M. Gile.
The recent land sales in this Plantation
add a land owner who will be a strong
advocate for the proposed new road.
Distance will be nearly annialated where
from 15 to 20 minutes can be saved be
tween this side of the lake and the
“ city.”
T h e New R o a d .

The petition for the road from the South
Shore has received an extensive signing
by the citizens generally. It has been
forwarded and the commissioners will be
on and look over the proposed location
next month. It is hoped there will be
no opposition in this matter for the sooner
it is built the quicker will this end of the
lake become a drawing card. What is
good for one is good for all.
— I ___________________ jDominoes in Solomon’s Days.
It is said by some writers that the game
of dominoes was known to the Jews in
the time of Solomon.
Appropriate.

A t a recent meeting of railroad engi
neers the following toast was offered:
“ To our mothers—the only faithful
tenders who ever misplaced a switch.” —
Washington Times.
THE RIGHT SORT OF FOLDING BED.
“ You don’ t seem to have the sort of
folding-bed I w ant,” said the customer,
after looking through the furniture man’ s
stock.
“ What kind of a folding bed are you
looking fo r i” asked the clerk.
“ I want one which I can use as a bicycle
in the daytime.” —Harper's Bazar.
G r e e n v a le

P la n t a t io n .

Wm. H. Ellis is watching the Long Pond
stream and the would-be poachers are lay
ing low.
“ Daddy” Clark says that thirty, or
more, years ago, when he was living at the
Rock, he secured tw o bushels of bluebacks
every fall, he rigged a siene and the fish
caught themselves.
An exchange declares that there is every
prospect that wages in the woods will be
very low during the approaching logging
season. In some instances they will be
cut in two in the middle, and the highest
wages paid will not be over $20. There
will be fewer camps than usual, and bosses
can take their pick of the men and no
kicking will be tolerated. It is also quite
probable that the woodsmen will get but
little money before April. It is thought,
however, that there will be plenty of men
on these terms, a fairly comfortable home
for the winter with a warm place to sleep
and plenty of fairly good food being an in
ducement not to be resisted.
Another Matter.
Circumstances alter cases, says the
proverb, and sometimes the metamorpho
sis is accompanied with amazing sudden
ness.
Two amateur hunters in the northern
woods, not long ago, saw a deer, and both
fired at once.
“ That is my deer,” said A. “ I shot it.”
“ No you didn’ t,” hotly replied B. “ It is
my deer, because I killed it.”
A third party was approaching from the
opposite direction, with fury in his eye
and a club in his hand.
“ Which of you two rascals shot my
calf?” roared the farmer.
“ That fellow just told me he did i t ”
said A.
And B, now thoroughly alarmed for his
personal safety, answered:
“ He lies. He shot it himself, I saw him
do it, and I’ ll swear to it.” —The Interior,

He Was There and Knew,

Sandpaper

}

“ Yes, I was at Chickamauga,” sighed
! Once Used
the robust man as he mopped an impudent
tear from the corner of one eye, “ and a
! A lways Used, j
hot time we had of it too” —
“ Whom did you serve under?” eagearly
asked the young history student.
“ My commander, you mean? Grant, of
course” —
'
A s G ood
“ But Grant wasn’ t in command at
Chick” —
i As th e Best.
“ Wh—Grant? Did I say Grant? I
meant Sherman, of course! Glorious old
Bill” —
“ But Sherman didn't reach Chattanooga
until the fight on Mission Ridge.”
• The B est Treatment for the Faoe Is
“ Who didn’ t?”
“ Sherman.”
“ Who said anything about Sherman?
Did I say Sherman? O -o-o-h! You mean
at the time of Chickamauga. I belonged A 6 oz. Bottle for 50 Cents*
to Sheridan’ s cavalry. Thought I said
This Lotion will positively cure all facia
Sheridan.”
blemishes.
“ But Sheridan comanded a division of
infantry at that time” - “ Look here, youngster, you’re getting
too smart. Y ou ’ ve studied your fool fake
books till you think you know more about
the war than a man who was in it. Why,
you young rascal, I was one of the first O f every description, rendering the- skin s o f
and the complexioruelear.
men out!”
And the smart Aleck youngster was Has no equal for
ready to believe that he was.—Cleveland
Eczem a,
Plain Dcalor.

Will Mate
j
A Board Smoothj

f But It Is’nt

QuitetheThing
Fora Man’s Face,

[

Ellis* Lotion

Blackheads,
Pimples,

or B lo tc h e s,

The foreman of the Presque Isle StarHerald office has suspended temporarily,
perhaps permanently, the business of
generating practical jokes which has been
quite rushing with him. A business man
who called at the newspaper office the
other day accidentally left his overcoat
behind him when he withdrew.
The
jocularly inclined foreman saw it, hid it
away, and in the next issue published a
notice of the lost coat, saying the owner
could have it by calling at the Star-Herald
office, proving property, paying for ad.,
etc. The next day after the paper came
out a man who had lost a coat entered
and looked the garment over, but failed
to identify it as his property. Saturday
the foreman was out for a while, and dur
ing his absence another individual in
search of a stray overcoat dropped in,
looked that particular coat over and
claimed it as his. A young lady composi
tor who happened to be in charge at the
time, and who was unaware of the joke,
allowed the stranger to walk off with the
coat, and he is at present in possession of
it. The last development in the affair is
entirely outside of the foreman’ s program,
and the smile of satisfaction he wore is ex
changed for a very weary and melancholy
expression, as he thinks of the responsi
bility which devolves on him to buy a new
overcoat.
Tw o Portland carpenters who deserve
to have their names printed, but who es
caped publicity by reason of the Argus’
tender heart, were working Friday, one on
the ground and the other mounted on a
ladder using a hatchet. The man on the
ground wanted the hatchet and asked the
fellow aloft to drop it down to him.' The
man on the ladder complied with the re
quest shouting “ Catch it,” as he let the
hatchet fly. The other man put up his
hands and he did catch it, blade first. One’
hand was cut almost off and it will be
some time before the fellow will do any
more carpentry or any more hatchet jug
gling, either.
“ And this reminds me.” Many years
ago in a town in Franklin County, a far
mer’s son had been to the circus and be
came fully decided to be a “ circus man.”
It was baying time, and he began by bal
ancing rakes, pitchforks and the goad on
his hands or chin. All went well till one
day he was performing with a scythe,
hung on a snath. It balanced on his chin
a moment, but a misstep caused it to slip
off—he dodged and only the rim of his
straw hat was cut. It took a great deal
of explaining to his ma, to convince her
that his hat dropped before the scythe as
he was mowing. He is now a farmer and
has never joined a circus.

Hives
and Itc h in g P i le s
And kindred troubles, checking irritation at
once and soon effecting a permanent cure.

Chapped Hands
Dandruff
a n d S c a lp D i s e a s e s
Yield easily after a few applications of this
lotion.

Delightfully Soothing after
Shave.
Read this Testimonial*
A P h y s i c i a n ’s R e c o m m e n d a tio n *
P hillips , Me.. April'Ll. 1896.
Mr. N att E llis ,
Rangeley, Me.,
Dear S i r :—I have used Ellis’ Lotion ln a
case of Barber’s itch and think It the best of
anything I ever used for the purpose. I pen
sonally know o f its giving excellent satisfac
tion in cases of sunbum.Jhives and pimples,
Yours truly,
E. B. Cu r r ie r , M. D.

Lots of Others Just as Good.
For further particulars or circulars addresa.
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all about them are the innumerable varia
tions which make an exhibit of apples one
of the most attractive of all fruits.
And then the difference in taste; how
soon the boy who has access to an or
chard can tell you where his favorites
grow, and how anxiously, and also how
often does he visit the trees for fear that
he may not get his full share.
A jo lly nonsense rhym e records th a t,

T h e Y ellow P an eW ALTER LEARNED.

W hen over head the gray clouds meet,
And the air is heavy with mist and rain,
She clamhers up to the window-seat,
And watches the storm through the yellow
pane.
A t the painted window she laughs with glee;
She smiles at the clouds with a sw eet disdain,
And calls: “ Now, papa, it’s sunshine to m e,”
A s she presses her face to the yellow pane.
Dear child, in life should the gray clouds roll,
Heavy with grief, o'er thy path amain,
Stealing the sunlight from thy soul,
God keep for thee somewhere a yellow pane!
A G en era l F a v o rite .

If this question were put to the inhabi
tants of the temperate zones, which fruit
would you choose could you have but one,
how many would not answer by saying,
take everything else but leave the apple.
I fancy it would be a very small propor
tion, for while there is scarcely a fruit of
any description that has not its admirers,
not one of them could make such a show
ing as this, whose history is that of the
human race.
The apple has come to be regarded as so
much of a necessity that when there is a
dearth of it, the word is passed quickly
around as if it were a common calamity.
We are all familiar with “ peach reports”
and the almanac might be amended to
read, “ about this time look out for the
annual failure of the peach crop.”
We have come to regard it as a “ boy
and w olf” story used only to keep up the
price of the fruit in question. But let the
story gain ground that the apple crop is
threatened and note the difference. What,
no apples to eat when we like, no delicious
apple pie, and incidentally no mince pies!
What a woful state of affairs is this.
Only last year an evil befell the apples
that caused grave fears for this season
and of which we have not seen the Iasi.
It was a worm, beside which in com
parison. the old and well-known apple
worm was a decent foe. There was noth
underhanded about the latter, and that
person must be very dull who could not
tell fruit that was, or had been, occupied
by him. He had his “ exits and his en
trances” and both were plainly marked.
But who would imagine when picking up
an apple whose exterior was unblemished,
that it was nothing but a “ whited sepul
chre,” full within of winding brown lines
in such a perfect network that the name
of railroad worm was perhaps the most
aPpropriate that could be given to the in
vader.
But nature guards her own, and despite
the various enemies lying in wait to de
stroy, sooner or later the sturdy apple
free is the victor and owing to its wide
cultivation there is never a time when we
have no apples.
Is there a fairer sight among all of
Nature’ s loveliness than an apple orchard
in May? One day the trees are blushing
the softest pink, and the next behold a
transformation, when the whole orchard
seems clothed in purest white.
Then a day when winter seems to- reign
°Qce more, for all the ground is covered
teith the snow of the discarded mantles.
I °r many weeks thereafter the rich, dark
?reen of the leaves is all that meets the
eiTe, but for all the stillness ’ tis a very
bhsy time among the the trees.
“ Deep in unfathomable mines
Of never falling skill,”

the mysterious process goes on by which
two trees whose bloom was identical will
y and by be laden, the one with apples
golden as those of the Hesperides, and the
other wearing the richest crimson, while

“ There was a young lady of Brooking
W h o had a great fondness for cooking,
She made sixty pies that were all of a size,
She could tell which was which without look
ing.”

Said ode little girl to another little girl
A s proudly as could be.
“I ’ll tell you something very nice
That my papa told me:
He said that I was the sw eetest girl
That ever there could h e .”
Said the other little girl to that one little girl
“ W hy, now—hoW can you be?
For that is just the very same thing
That my papa told m e!”
(And neither was as sw eet as my little girl,
A s anyone could s e e ).

;

PORK

CAKE.

. jj
One pound of fat salt pork chopped fine,
boil it tw o niiuutes in half a pint of water.
One cup of molasses, tw o cups of sugar,
three eggs, tw o teaspoons of soda, cinna
mon, cloves, and nutmeg to suit the taste,
one pound of seeded and chopped raisins,
and flour to make a stiff batter. This
makes three loaves.
M rs . M ary A . F ie l d .

Tudor Jenks.

CANNED APPLES.

•

C o o k in w a te r or in syrup u n til tender.

APRON FOR BABY’S BATH.

Probably some of our noted pomologists How to Make a Wrap T h a t Will be Found
Very Useful
could do better than this as regards ap
ples, but they must have begun their
One of the most im portant comforts in
early education where apples could be had
baby’ s bath is often omitted.
If not,
for the gathering.
It is a little strange that we should be strictly speaking, a part of baby’ s ward
so fond of a fruit through which, tradition robe, at least a very necessary and valua
tells us, sin and all its attendant evils ble adjunct to it is the flannel apron worn
entered the world, but so it is, and from by the nurse or other dignitary who pre'
remotest generations it has been a theme sides at the morning bath. Very often,
on which writers have loved to dwell. One just as the little one is about to be plung"
quaint old Englishman informs us that ed into the water it will be found that
the “ apple tree loves to have his roots in some of the thousand and one accessories
a moist and sweatie soil,” which may be necessary to the accomplishment of this
very true as regards the trees of that intricate performance, and which were
“ misty moisty country,” but in our own supposed to be conveniently at hand, are
bright land the apple flourishes wherever missing. In a trice, with the baby still in
the hand of man plants it, or a chance her arms, nurse can toss the long apron
snugly about him and safely go in quest
seed may be dropped.
Much of Solomon’ s wisdom was doubt of the needed article without incurring
less acquired by managing his somewhat the slightest risk of her charge’ s taking
extensive household, and it would be cold.
The contract of the soft warm flannel
pleasing to know what was the remark
made perhaps, by Mrs. Solomon number with the tender skin will be very grateful
tw o hundred and fifty, that caused the to the baby during the somewhat lengthy
king to record her “ fitly spoken words” process of washing and drying.
After the bath is completed it will be
as he has done. “ Apples of gold in pic
tures of silver,” were ever words so richly well to keep baby closely wrapped in the
framed before, and what a combination apron for a few minutes before beginning
they would make in these days for the to dress him. This will insure him a sea
man who wishes to he on both sides of son of really needed repose, for the full
bath, especially to a delicate child, is often
the political question.
This preference for the apple is confined accompained by fatigue and lowered
to no age or condition. Kangs on their vitality.
Procure for the apron a yard o f soft
thrones, and beggars at their gates, one
fine flannel—the widest that comes; hem it
and all appreciate its value.
Even the baby crows with delight when neatly down the sides and across the bot
a branch of pink and white blossoms is tom and finish at the top with a drawing
held before him, and when asked to smell its string, so that it may be extended to
fragrance, wrinkles his dear little nose its entire width when washed. Babies
and gives the funny sniff peculiar to all who have had a dread of the daily bath,
crying throughout the entire process while
babies.
And from the day when the little child lying on a cold cotton apron, will smile
first imprints his tiny teeth in a big red contentedly when the soft, warm flannel is
apple, until the time when he sits, a white substituted.
haired grandsire with children’ s children
on his knee, nothing equals this favorite
Luxury of Doing Nothing.
fruit which until the last retains the
Does the busy housewife ever realize the
flavor it had “ when he was a boy.”
real luxury of doing nothing? Seldom, I
fear, for the modern Martha is troubled
An Addition to the Epitaph.
with many things—so occupied is she with
Bishop Wilraer, of Alabama, famous as her nursery, her kitchen and her needle
a story-teller, says that one of his friends work that she regards a half hour spent in
lost a dearly beloved wife, and in his restful idleness as something very like a
sorrow caused these words to be inscribed crime. So, when tired nature asserts it
on her tombstone: “ The light of mine self, and she is compelled to take a brief
eyes has gone ou t.” The bereaved married rest, she sits down reluctantly and occu
within a year. Shortly afterwards the pies her fingers with a bit of embroidery,
Bishop was walking through the grave or at least glances over the morning pa
yard with another gentleman. When per. A grevious mistake this, but a com
they arrived at the tomb, the latter asked mon one, as the average woman has yet to
the Bishop what he would say of the learn the secret of power through repose.
present state of affairs, in view of the But try it and heed the result, ye busy
words on the tombstone. “ I think,” said housewives!
the Bishop, “ the words ‘ But I struck
Sit down in a big, comfortable arm-chair
another match’ should be added.” —Short —not a rocker, that refuge of nervous
Stories.
American women—but a roomy, lounging
chair; close your eyes; smooth out the lines
Very Old Soap.
from brow and mouth, and let the everSoap has been in use for 3000 years, and busy hands lie idly in your lap; relax every
is twice mentioned in the Bible. A few muscle and make an effort not to think
years ago a soap-boiler’s shop was disco even—don’ t plan how to renovate M ary’ s
vered in Pompeii, having been buried be school dress or speculate whether your
neath the terrible rain of ashes that fell winter bonnet will bear a second renewal
upon that city 79 A. D, The soap found in —let your mind be, if possible, an absolute
the shop had not lost all its efficacy, al blank. Rest thus for a quarter of an hour
though it had been buried 1800 years.
twice a day and see if you do not rise a
giantess refreshed!
The Sewing Lesson*
And, best of all, such repose does more
Mamma (regarding an elaborate tangle to keep a woman young—a fact, I know,
in Ethel’ s hands)—“ What are you making, which appeals to all my sex that have
dear?”
passed the Rubicon of thirty—than any
Ethel—“ I dess I’s making a mistake.” — process jTet devised by cleverest masseuse
Harper's Bazaar.
or skilled complexion specialist.

Then

fill

the

ja rs

w ith

s tra in in g it if n o t clear.
NEW ENGLAND APPLE

b o ilin g

syrup,

M rs. L in c o l n .
M ARM ALADE.

Pare, core and cut into thin slices, ripe
tart apples, weigh them, and to each
pound allow one pound granulated sugar
and a gill of water Put the sugar and
water into a porcelain-lined kettle and
when melted add the apples, and for each
2 pounds of apples add the grated yellow
rind and juice of one lemon; simmer gently
until the apples look clear. Cook over a
very slow fire, watching carefully and stir
ring frequently to prevent scorching, put
into glass jars and hermetically seal.
M rs . R orer .

The ever-ready alternative from heavy
meats, and perhaps the most useful thing
the housewife finds to vary her daily bill
of fare is the acceptable chicken. It is e x 
cellent broiled, roasted or fried, and fur
nishes a foundation for a multiplicity of
dainty dishes.
To cut up a chicken for frying or for a
fricassee, sever the neck from the body,
take off the wings, and then the legs; cut
the body in tw o and then lengthwise
through the sides. A small fow l does not
require more cutting; a larger one should
have the second joints and drumsticks sep
arated and the breast may be cut across,
leaving the wishbone in one part. The
neck of a chfcken may be cooked with a
fricassee, but is not served.
One way of frying chicken is thus: Cut,
a young chicken into pieces, wash themand leave them in salt and water while a
half pound of fat salt pork is cooked in a
spider until the grease is drawn from it..
Then take the pork out, wipe the chicken
dry with a soft cloth, sprinkle the pieces
with pepper and roll them in flour. Fry
the chicken in the hot pork fat until they
are a nice brown. When cooked arrange
the pieces on a hot platter. Meanwhile
rub one tablespoonful of flour with the
same quantity of butter, and stir this into
the hot fat in which the chicken has been
cooked; add one cup of cream and stir un
til the mixture is smooth, and when it is
boiling strain it over the cooked chicken.
F U R B E L O W E D D U M P L IN G S .

The French name ‘ ‘Pommes en Falbalas, ’ ’
is as much prettier than the English vers
ion as the dish is more dainty than the
old-fashioned apple dumpling. Choose
fine pippins, peel and core them, keeping
them a nice shape. Make a syrup of a pint
of sugar with a pint of water, flavored
with slices of lemon, and cook the apples
in this until about three-parts done. Now
roll out some good pastry, cut in circles;
lay an apple in the center of eachj put in a
bit of butter and draw the crust around
iDto a kind of frill at the top. Sprinkle
with granulated sugar and bake until the
crust is done. Eat with sweet sauce. The
sprup should be saved and poured over
apples about to be baked, or used to
sweeten apple sauce.
C R E A M E D OVSTEH S.

In the interior where fresh oysters are
expensive or not e asily obtainable, very
nice creamed oysters m ay be made with
the canned goods. P u t tvvo tablespoon
fuls of butter in a sau cepan ; add tw o of
flour and stir and cook for a moment; add
the juice from a quart can o f oysters and
ahout a pint of milk, s tir carefully until it
comes to the boiling p o in t; season with
salt and pepper, add th e oysters, give one
boil, take from the fire, add tw o'beaten
egg yolks and a t a b ’ esp oon fn l of chopped
parsley and serve in s h a llo w oyster plates.
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F is h in g ?

“ Special” in Forest & Stream quotes
Senator Frye as saying: “ Whoever lives
ten years will see the Rangeleys worse
played out for trout fishing than are the
Adirondacks to-day.” This may, or may
not, be a correct quotation from Senator
Frye. We are perfectly willing to take
the Honorable Senator’s say so, in politi
cal matters, and matters that he has to
deal with in his official capacity, but that
fishing in the Rangeley lakes will be
doomed within ten years is not to our
thinking.
There has never, since this chain of lakes
was fished, been so many fish taken as
during the season of 1896.
There has
never, in any known former year, been so
many trout on the spawning beds as at
the present time. There has never been a
year, previously, when the fish have been
so well protected.
These conclusions have been drawn from
what has been told during the season.
To substantiate it, since the above was
written the following guides have been
interviewed:
G eo . H. T hrasher says he has been
guiding for 15 years and has never known
as good fishing as it has been the present
year.
J o e L ^ m b , one of the best known guides

remarked when he heard the extract above
referred to: “ It don’ t look that way this
year. More fish have been taken this year
than any year since I have known the re
gion, and I was bora In sight of Rangeley
Lake. More fish up South Bog stream
than I ever knew.”
J. L . C o l l in s , has guided for nine
years, has never known fishing equal to
the present year. A. B. Ackerman, of
Brooklyn, N. Y . has been here for eight
years and he told him he had never had
such luck. Mr. Collins has taken tw o 8 lb.
trout this season.
F r a n k W . H e w e y , says fishing is fully
as good this year as he has ever known it.
Deep fishing being enormous, but thinks
it should be limited. F all fly-fishing has
not been as good for three years past as
in former years.
R ufus B. P o b t b k , an old guide, but

who has been unable to act this year says
“ Has got a wrong idea of it. My opinion
is, that more fish have been taken this
year than in any former one. I do not
think the Senator ever made such a state
ment.”
C lark H il l ,— “ I have been here 14 years
and never saw the fishing so good as this
season. The fish have averaged larger and
more of them. I think ‘plug’ fishing should
be restricted.”
L ester S oule says “ fishing is not
‘ playing out’ but is increasing every year.
Was better this year than I ever knew it.”
G eo . O a k e s ,— “ B est

fishing

for

ten

years, no possibility of their being played think there are as many fish on the spawn-,
out under the protection they are receiv ing beds as he has seen before.
ing.”
Next week R a n g e l e y L a k e s will pub
H e n r y H. D i l l ,—“ Better fishing than
lish the opening of a continued story
for 18 years.”
I r v i n O a k e s , a guide for 15 years,— which has been written for its columns
“ Best I ever knew it, I never had as good by one of Rangeley’ s citizens, the same
who favored our readers last winter with
luck as this year.”
D e c k L a m b . —“ Best this season for many interestifag adventures. These tales
are changed but very little from the actual
many years.”
J. O. N i l e . —“ Do not believe Senator realities. The writer having traveled in
Frye ever made such talk. Been more fish many parts of the world, and being a keen
taken this year than for 8 years, never observer, has a fund of thrilling ad
knew so many big ones. Am confident ventures to relate.
next year will be ahead of this.
C h a r l e s W. B a r r e t t , the boat builder,
and
“ From what I have seen of the fishing for
17 years, I think more fish were taken this
season than any year since I have been
Miss Georgine Wilbur is at Camp
here.”
Chateauguay for a few days of October.
B a k e r T u f t s , the veteran boat build The tin horn announced the arrival, and
er.—“ From reports from all hands, there the answering signal was given from
has never been taken from Rangeley Lake M oxy Ledge.
and vicinity so many fish as this year.”
E.
H . C o b b , the taxidermist in Crosby’ s
S a w d u s t C i t y , (R e d in g to n ).
shop.—“ Saw more fish in South Bog
Mrs. W. H. Harrison was called to
stream than ever before but could not get
Phillips Thursday last to attend her son,
a rise. We have had double the number
who is sick there with typhoid fever.
of fish to mount of any year before.”
Mr. Chas. Hutchins, of Freeman, was
A a r o n S o u l e , guide, says tbe fishing is
better this year than former years. Thinks in town recently, looking for a lumber
some limit should be put on “ plug-fish ing contract.

Mr. Berley Batcheldor, of Madrid, is
ing.” The local fish hatchery should be
run each year. Senator Frye is a square doing the cooking at the boarding house.
man to fish, uses fly only, the water on the
Mr. G. F. Kendall came back from
lake has been high, which changed the lo Richmond, Me., Tuesday of last week
cation of the fish.
after a week’ s absence.
G. M. C a r l t o n .—“ D o not believe Sena
Geo. LeBreton started his crew for the
tor Frye ever made such a statement. It woods, Wed. the 7th.
has been the best fishing I have known for
Mr. Geo. Moore, of Hartland, was here
8 years, especially on Rangeley Lake. The
fishing at the Rock, within a mile of Sena recently.
A. B. Grover, of Phillips, is here
tor Frye’s Camb, was the best for years.”
F r a n k P orter , has been at Seven Ponds doing some carpenter work on the Com
all the season, but hea.rd both sportsmen pany’ s houses.
and guides say the fishing in the Rangeley
Mr. L. P. Dudley, of Freeman, was in
chain of Lakes was the best for years.
town recently.
G eorge H e n . H u n to o n —“ Never had
Mr. Albert McMullen, of Kingfield,
such good fishing as we have had this was here visiting his brother, Rob., who
year.”
is conductor on the log train.
F.
C. B elch er , of Mingo Point Cot
The log train was laid off Friday for
tages—“ A pretty broad statement, but if
an indsfinate length of time as they have
artificial propogation is not continued,
logs enough in the pond to run until
the increase of sportsmen would naturally
freezing up time.
tend to diminish the number.” Ho would
Mr. S. Chas. Berry of Phillips, is at wdrk
have South B og closed for h alfof Septem
ber, and give the whole month for shoot for A. L. Matthews here in the board
ing house.
ing.
It is reported by good authority that
“ P ost M aster E. I. H errick has not
fished much this year, but from what he Reddy Quimby caught 16 skunks the
has seen, the fishing and signs of fish are other night. They weren’ t the fur bear
way ahead of any previous year “ and I ing kind, these were whist skunks.
have fished more or less for 20 years.”
Quite a number went out Saturday
C. T. R ichardson , E sq., superintendent night on the log train.
of the Oquossoc Angling Association at
Sunday night as H. J. Toothaker and
Indian Rock, a mile from Senator Frye’ s
M. B. Drisko were coming up the traek
camp:—“ Best fishing for years, fall fish from Saunders’ , they discovered a large
ing poor, as fish would not rise to fly, but bear along side the track. Mr. Drisko
the fish were there just the same.”
saw another one the same evening about
H. M. B urrows , of the Rangeley Lake a half mile below Reed’s Mill.
Hotel Co.:—“ The indications that I have
Mr. Fred Dyer and family have moved to
seen go to show that the fishing was bet Phillips for a while until the log train
ter this season than for the four years goes on again.
S tab .
that I have known this section.”
J ames M a t h ie s o n :— “ Have got more
Rangeley P lan tation.
fish than ever before, never so many fish
A resident of this plantation objected
taken. If protection and propagation are
to signing the petition of the change in
continued never will play out.”
road for the reason that if a man was
J ames S t e w a r t .— “ Fishing never better, going to Phillips the new road would
impossible for it to play out if it is looked make the distance further. Possibly it
after as it has been for the last few years.” may increase it ten rods, but between here
W illiam C o l l in s .— “ Owing to how it is and Rangeley it is shortened over a mile.
carried on. Can be kept as good as it is He would visit Rangeley fifty times to
today. Been more largo trout taken and Phillips once. One hundred miles against
fully as many in all as last year. More twenty rods.
fish on Kennebago stream than ever be
Lyman Moore has started a new indus
fore.
try. He is growing rubber. The rubber
W m . H. H aines thinks the fishing in band that goes on top of a fruit jar has
Rangeley Lake better than he ever knew been left in vinegar for a year and has
it but high water in the Mooselookme grown in length about four inches. There
guntic Lake made fly fishing rather un is no myth about this, you can demon
certain. The spring fishing there was bet strate it yourself.
ter than the average.
A prodigious potato was grown by
vY m . H. E llis
has never known a bet Lyman Moore this season. It weighs a
ter year. “ If the protection and stock little over two pounds and has small
ing the lakes is kept up as it has been, tubers on each side, so that when resting
there will be fish enough, but plug fish on a flat surface, it looks like a mounted
ing should be stopped.” He does not cannon.

P h i l li p s L o c a ls .

Mr. Will Staples was in Kingfield last
Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Sawyer made a trip to
Mt. Blue recently.
Elliott Russell, of Rangeley,
town last Saturday.

was in

Mr. James Willard of Auburn, visited
relatives in town recently.
Mrs. McGrath, of Wilton, visited Mr.
and Mrs. Nottage this week.
Mr, and Mrs. T. M. Parker are visiting
in Lowell, Mass, and vicinity.
Mr. Samuel Wing, of Strong, called on
friends in town last Saturday.
Chas. Quimby, who is employed at Red
ington, was in town over Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. White Butler, of Rangeley, visited friends in town last Sunday.
Mrs. Leon Emerson, of Redington, spent
Sunday with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
B. Emery Pratt.
Mrs. Andrew Wheeler o f Farmington,
visited relatives and friends in Phillips the
first of the week.
Mr. and Mrs. Walker, of East Wilton,
visited Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hescock the
first of the week.
Will Kelly and wife, of Lewiston, and
Mr. M. S. Kelly and family went to Mt.
Blue last Saturday.
Geo. Pickens, who has been driving the
stage from Dead River Station to Eustis,
was in town last Saturday.
Mr. E. C. Whitcomb, of Farmington,
and Chas. Skofield have gone to the
Dead River Region, deer hunting.
□ Horace Prescott, of Phillips, has a crew
of men at work on the excavations for the
new pulp mill at Peterson’ s Rips.
Will Kelly and wife, of Lewiston, who
have been visiting friends in Phillips, retnrned to their home Monday last.
Messrs. Will and Clem Skofield, Guy
Everett, and Harry Stevens, of Portland,
are at Camp Kibby for a week’s outing.
Mr. and Mrs. [Charles Blanchard went
to Rumford Falls last Wednesday. Mr.
Blanchard will be employed on the rail
road.
Mrs. Silas W. Cook and Mrs. Elisha
Smith of Lewiston, came to Phillips on
the excursion Saturday and visited their
aunt Mrs. Joshua Brackett.
Geo. Lakin, Esq., was in Livermore
Falls this week on Golden Cross matters.
In one lodge he recently added 14 new
members in a day or so’s time.
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Rice and daughter of
Cottage City are spending a few days as
the guests of Mr. and Mrs Saunders. Mr.
Rice is a brother of Mrs. Saunders.
Miss Louisa H. Beal, formerly of this
town, was elected secretary and treasurer
of the Portland Society of Newsdealers,
Booksellers and Stationers last week.
Miss Alberta Matthews, who has been
employed at the Phonograph office for
some time, goes to Lewiston next Satur
day as a Club Reporter for the Lewiston
Daily Sun.
Mr. J. M. Wheeler has charge of E. H.
Shepard’ s store while he and his wife
have an outing at Camp Kibby. Mrs.
Eva Bradbury has the charge of tho house
during Mrs. Shepard’ s absence.
Maine’s Own is Always the Best.
Every State has Its own K eeley Institute
M aine’s K eeley Institute is in Deering. Every
tram on the Maine Central and the Portland &
Rochester Railroads stop at this station (W e st
brook Junction). It Is the best, the nearest,
the cheapest and has a K eeley graduate for
its physician, who understands every pang and
want of the patient. This is the only K eeley
Institute in N ew England authorized by Dr.
Leslie E . K eeley. or the K eeley Co. to do busi
ness ln Maine. Look around you and see the
permanent cures from your own Institute.

Landlord Wm. S. Marble is now cosily
located in the Oquossoc, where he will be
pleased to receive his many old friends
and in addition all the new ones who may
come.
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With the Sportsmen.

cl* S
£3 o
t:
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to l
tr r crl
Don’ t leave Rangeley before you visit our store. We carry a large stock of
finely mounted Deer, M oose and Caribou heads, Loons, Owls, Game and Trout panels
for dining-room decorations Be sure to leave your big trout and salmon with U3*,
we can mount them as natural as life. Sole agents for E. A. Buck’ s celebrated
sportsmen’ s shoes, the best made.

S. L.

CROSBY &
R a n g e le y ,

The Bloodless Sportsman*
“ Hast thou named all the birds without a gun?
Loved the wood-rose and left it on its stalk?

—Emerson.
I go a-gunning, but take no gun;
I fish without a pole;.
And I bag good game and catch such fish
A s suits a sportsman’s soul;
For the choicest game that the forest holds,
And the best fish of the brook,
Are never brought down by a rifle shot
And never are caught with a hook.
I bob for fish, by the forest brook,
I hunt for game in the trees,
For bigger birds than wing in the air
Or fish that swim in the seas.
A rodless W alton of the brooks
A bloodless sportsman, I—
I hunt for the thoughtsthat throng the woods,
The dreams that haunt the sky.
The woods were made for the hunters o f
dreams,
The brooks for the fishers of song;
To the hunters who hunt for (the gunless
game
The streams and the woods belong.
There are thoughts that moan from the soul
Of the pine.
And thoughts in a flower bell curled;
And the thoughts that are blown with the
scent of the fern
Are as new and old as the world.
S o »w »y ! for a hunt ln the fern-scented wood
Till the going down of the sun;
There is plenty of game still left in the woods
For the hunter who has no gun.
So, awayl for the fish by the moss-bordered
brook,
That flows through the velvety sod;
There is plenty o f fish still left in the streams
For the angler who has no rod.

—Sam Walter Foss in New York Sun.
Shooters Take Care.

It has long been talked in this vicinity
that when a man was shot by a huntsman
Under the impression that the victim was
some animal of fit quality for the deadly
Weapon, the law failed to reach the offen^er with proper weight. Many men have
teme, or rather have been brought out of
the woods of Maine in a wounded condi
tion and have been apparently unable to
teoover proper redress for the injuries, oft®n serious, received at the hands of care
ts* sportsmen who thought he saw a
teoose or a bird and shot to kill.
The volume of the complaint, therefore,
doubly interesting the decision, reCently made, of the supreme court of
^tessachusetts, which in published ln a
hew volume, No. 163, of the state reports
*hd which covers a case of local interest
t° Maine people.
The case, entitled Whitten vs Hartin,
first came to trial in the superior court,
^here the plaintiff sued for heavy damfor a wound received from the rifle of
he defendant while the two were hunting
J* ^ woods of Maine. The jury render
4 verdict for the plaintiff sustaining
3 plea in every particular. Defendant
^ o rd ln g iy carried the case, on a hill of
foeptions, to the supreme court, where
^iatiff was again sustained and the
atnages awarded in a large amount.
^The case was this:
Plaintiff and deQdant were tw o of a party of six sportsJ * * o m Massachi^etts who, along with
and tw o teamsters came down to
foe*06 ° Q a hunting tpip. One day, while
w Party was proceeding slowly along a
hiTh^'3 r°ad lined on the edges with low
*tr eS’ an<* tehile the members were
^ a8gled out over a distance of a quar-

Defendant states that he was proceedng along the road when he saw what he
took to be a partridge moving in the bush
along the way. He fired and hit the
plaintiff.
Plaintiff declared that he was sitting by
the roadside waiting for the others to
come up with him. While there he saw
defendant approach up the road, rifle in
hand. Plaintiff saw defendant raise his
weapon and cried “ Don’ t Shoot!” but de
fendant let go and seriously wounded
plantiff. Plaintiff claimed damages on
the ground of negligence and lack of ordi
nary care. Defendant answered that care
was used and that the fact that the de
fendant was surrounded by bush and was
concealed from view, eliminated his, de
fendant’s, responsibility in the matter.
The court, however, held that a man
proceeding through the woods with a
loaded weapon must preserve extraordi
nary precaution and that he is not re
lieved from responsibility by any ordinary
circumstances or accident of concealment.
The fact that there were bushes about the
place where the plaintiff sat and that
plaintiff did not cry out until he saw the
rifle pointed at his breast, would not ex
cuse defendant.
The verdict of the supreme court, Jus
tice Barker presiding, was therefore for
the plaintiff.
CHEERFUL POACHER AT CH EM O .

He Considered $50 Apiece Dirt Cheap for
Deer in Close Time.
Lake Chemo is not the largest or the
prettiest sheet of water in Maine, but it is
only about twelve miles from Bangor, and
is believed by statisticians that there are
more empty bottles lying around its shores
than can be found in the vicinity of any
other pond of its size in Maine, says
Virgil G. Eaton, the truthful ohronicler of
gay doings in the green w ood, and he
continues:
Along in the middle of September, about
tw o weeks before the open season for
Maine’ s big game began, a brisk young
fellow from Somerville, Mass., reached
Bangor, and, hiring a public carriage, rode
out to Chemo. Here he secured a canoe,
and, putting his rifle and cartridge belt
into it, jumped in himself and paddled up
the lake. The local game warden, seeing
him depart and suspecting he was about
to violate the law, chased him up the lake
ln another canoe, arriving a few minutes
after this Somerville sportsman had fired
his rifle.
“ Well, did you get him?” asked the
warden, greeting the hunter rather cold
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FOREST CAMPS, LOON LAKE
RANGEBE Y , MAINE.
MOOSE,
CARIBOU,

/

DEER,
AN D
BIRD

SHOOTING.

T OON L A K E , situated five miles from Rangeley, on the Kennebago road, Is one of the
best sporting resorts in Maine, and at the same
time the surroundings and provisions for the
com fort of guests make it exceptionally popu
lar with parties who wish to take their fami
lies from the city during the hot weather. Mail
is received at Forest Camps, daily. Our guests
have the advantage of a good carriage road
for three miles of the distance from Rangeley
Village to our camps. Those who would enjoy
the walk for a part o f the distance over the
road through the woods can take a carriage at
Rangeley for the first three miles and enjoy
that recreation for the last tw o. Boats and
Guides furnished Open from May 1st to Jan.
1st. For terms address, R. S. Y o r k , Rangeley.

R. S. YORK,
into his pocket and pulled out a pile of
bills. Then he looked at the deer and
laughed once more.
“ W hat’ s the damage?” he asked, like a
man who is pricing cigarettes in a strange
store.
“ Fifty dollars,” snapped the warden,
expecting to see the hunter faint away.
W ithout a quiver the hunter threw out a
ten and tw o twenty dollar bills.
“ Cheap enough,” he cried, snapping the
empty shell from his rifle and putting in a
new one. “ Gosh! but this is fun. Shoot
ing deer is real sport. And I got him the
first shot.” When the hunter had got
through hugging himself the warden tap
ped him on the shoulder and said:
“ I hope this has taught you a lesson,
so you w on’ t kill any more deer in close
time.”
“ Lesson be darned,” replied the hunter.
I ’ ll shoot every blamed deer I can see.
That’ s what I came to Maine for. And its
jolly sport—by gum it’ s great.” Saying
this he walked off into the woods.
The warden has been dazed every since.
A man who is glad to pay $50 for the privi
lege of shooting a deer is something ndw
in his line, so new and startling that the
warden believes all Somerville people are
millionaires.—News.

THE
HOME
OF
THE
GAMIEST
TROUT.

Proprietor.
tell how many are killed. But Mr. Locke
is willing to call it square with Bruin,
having killed a very fat bear with a choice
coat of fur. When found the bear, trap
and clog were in the top of a beech tree.
He had broken off the top of the tree and
wound the chain among the branches so
that he could not get down if he wanted
to. Mr. Locke applied his axe to the tree,
and soon had tree, bear and all on the
ground. The bear was not hurt by the
fall, and was lively on the ground, but
Mr. Locke soon finished him with a bullet.
James Stewart says there are lots and
lots of trout running from 4 to 8 fts. on
the spawning beds below Round Pond.
J . A. Russell, A. J. Record,. Livermore
Falls, J. E. Lamb and Mr. Macker, of
Boston, were at Kennebago Farm last
week and returned with tw o bucks and
tw o does.
C.
W. Barrett and party who have been
at Kennebago farm returned Tuesday.
They saw three deer but owing to the con
dition of the wind were unable to get a
shot at them.
G u id e s

G o s s ip .

Clark Hill says at Bemis, last year,
Geo. H. Thrasher was with Mr. and Mrs.
on the spawning beds there were a third
W. F. Quimby at Kennebago in July. In
more fish than the year before, and he ex
4X hours they took, on the fly, 420 trout.
pects to find more this year than last. He
All were returned to the lake. Mr. Mc
went down this week to watch the spots.
Lean, of New York, always returns his
fish. Mr. Thrasher says he never knew
Wellington Brown, of Winn, was out in
him to carry away a fish. He thinks there
his w ood lot the other day and he. heard
are more sportsmen who put back their
the discharge of a rifle. The ball went by
fish than those who carry them away.
his left arm and took about an inch and a
lyRufus P . Crosby came out from Seven
“ Yes, by gum, I did and got him the first half of flesh off it. Mr. Brown turned
Ponds
with a party Tuesday. They had
around
and
found
that
the
hunter
was
shot, too.” The hunter pointed to a dead
one doe.
deer lying a few yods up the woods road, already to fire at him again. The hunter
Charles Hamden, of Phillips, was In
was a resident of Winn and he mistook
and laughted and hugged himself.
,
Such a man town Wednesday.
“ Urn,” said the warden. “ Uml I was— Mr. Brown for a deer.
that is—I am game warden, you know; should be restricted to using a pop gun or
Rufus Crosby left this week to meet
better yet, keep every kind of a gun from Nick Boylston, of Boston. They are g o
sent here to enforce the law .”
“ Is that so?” cried the joyful hunter. him. Passing a law to prohibit taking ing down to the Aroostook for large
“ How are you Mr. Game Warden? I’ m fire, arms into the w oods in close time game.
mighty glad to see you.” He shook the gives one no protection from such creatures
William H. Haines has gone down to
warden’ s hand and danced around him like as this. Pass a law to keep them out of
Bemis to work for Captain Barker doing
the
woods
at
all
times.
Give
the
people
a wild Indian.
carpenter work.
“ I should think,” the warden began his name.
Wes. Stetson is building a piazza on his
again. “ I should think you’ d been afraid
Ira E. Bubier shot a deer at Dead River house.
I’ d seen you shoot and hauled you up.
James Stewart is watching the stream
Didn’ t you feel afraid of getting caught?” last Friday.
between Dodge and Round ponds at tbe
“ Not a bit, Mr. W arden," laughed the
Bears have been slaughtering Mr. expense of Mr. C. W . Porter, of Lynn,
aio °* a m^e *oo1fln8 for possible game hunter. “ By gum, sir, I’ d have shot that
ahr,,^ '’he way, and all armed, defendant deer if you’ d had right hold of his tail. Locke’s sheep at Roxbury. He has fouud Mass., who has a cottage on the latter
“ By gum, I would sir.” He put his hand w ool and bones in the woods, but cannot pond.
1 'he plaintiff.
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knew of their coming and were at the staj tion to see them. Those who went had
This Famous Troe Alm ost Totally Destroy |the satisfaction of being convinced of the
ed by R ecen t Storm.
truthfulness of the reported coming in
teresting event in the ex-President’ s
[Special Correspondence of Rangeley Lakes] family. Getting married again seems to
W a s h i n g t o n , D. C., Oct. 14.—The re have agreed with Mr. Harrison, as he
turn of the Clevelands was the event of looks better than he has looked for some
the week in Washington’ s social calendar, years and appears to have taken on an
for, although Mrs. Cleveland now takes air of jollity which he never carried while
very little part in society, aside from per he was President.
Secretary Olney has returned to Washforming the duties incumbent upon her in
connection with the official functions, she ington, but Mrs. Olney and the rest of the
is still by virtue of being the president’ s family will not be here for a week or ten
wife, the “ first lady in the land” and the days. Secretary and Miss Herbert are
recognized leader of Washington society again at their Washington home, after
whether she wishes to be or not. A l having had a delightful trip to Europe,
though it was known ip advance that the where they both received many atten
Clevelands would go to Woodley, their tions.
The old Meigs mansion, so long the
suburban residence, instead of the White
House, Col. Wilson thought it best to have home of the late Gen. Meigs, which has
the latter ready in case of a change of been unoccupied for several years, has
mind. Consequently a large force of work- been leased by Representative Harmer, of
menhave been engaged all this week in lay Pa., and is being put in order for occupa
ing new carpets, hanging curtains and tion. The house has one of the finest ball
draperies and otherwise putting the White rooms to be found among the older resi
House into its regular winter dress. Ev dences of Washington, and it is under
erything is now in place and Mrs. Cleve stood that Mrs. Harmer and her daughter,
land can move in whenever so disposed. A Mrs. Reeside, -who will live there with her,
big force of workmen were also employed intend to make use of it this winter in a
at Woodley, as the building was badly manner that will revive its ancient glory.
damaged by last week’s windstorm, but
Among the Senatorial families who
all signs of damage have now been re have opened their Washington houses for
moved.
the winter are Senator and Mrs. Mitchell,
Speaking of that storm, among the dam of Wis., and Senator and Mrs. Pugh, of
age it did at Mount Vernon was the al Ala.
most total destruction of the famous mag
S o m e th in g L ik e a B ea r H u n t.
nolia tree, which was planted by the hand
of George Washington, in 1799, the year
Last Saturday Mr. Wash Via, 82 years
of his death, and has been talked about of age; Mr. Oscar Early, Mr. Willie James
and read about by millions of people. Be and Mr. Rice Via went out on a hunt.
fore the storm the tree was about forty These gentlemen live in the neighborhood
feet in height and probably twenty-five of Black Rock Springs, a country not
feet in circumference, with a trunk about thickly settled, and which is the home of
tw o feet thick at the ground. The tree “ varmints” of every description in pro
was broken off by the wind at about twen fusion. They had not been out long when
ty-five feet from the ground, exposing a they started four immense bears. The
large hollow not before known to exist. dogs ran them ail the afternoon, and
An attempt will be made to keep what is about night ran one of the into his den in
left of the tree alive, and the broken top a cliff of rocks.
will be cut up into souvenirs, cords of
Night coming on, the hunters concluded
which, accepting the words of the venders, that they could do nothing until morning,
will probably be purchased by our grand so one or tw o of the party were detailed
children. In fact Washington’ s magnolia to watch the den while the others went
tree is likely to become a rival of the apple home, intending to come back next morn
tree of Appomatox in the production of ing and try to get Mr. Bruin out. During
relics.
the night the other three bears came to
Now gentle reader, a little object lesson the den, it evidently being their habitation
in the art of advertising. You have not also, but were frightened off by the camp
forgotten the furore created by the visit fire. These had g ot separated from the
of Li Hung Chang, one of the most widely fourth one during the hunt, the dogs fol
advertised men of the present day, and the lowing the one already run to lair. On
columns of space devoted by the news Sunday morning the other gentlemen came
papers to him and his doings. Well, hack to the den and with picks and
there is a Chinaman of higher rank than shovels endeavored to dig down to his
Li Hung Chang now in Washington upon bearShip. In the meantime Mr. Rice Via
an errand of more importance than that sent his dog, a valuable hound, into the
of Li Hung Chang, which was declared by orifice and in a few minutes heard a
himself to be largely for pleasure and “ squawk” and the dog failed to return.
curiosity, and no newspaper whioh has
This got Mr. Via excited, and he deter
come into my hands has given him and his mined to go in and rescue his dog. The
errand more than two sticks of space. entrance to the den was a long, horizontal
Mr. Yen Nien, the present Chinese visitor, passageway about 2 feet high and probab
is an Imperial Commissioner, holding at ly 2 feet wide. Mr. Via prepared a torch,
home the title of Prefect, and ranking and fastened it upon a long pole, which he
fifth from the Emperor, and he has been thrust into the opening before him, and
officially sent to the United States to, in entered without knife, gun or other defen
his own words, “ examine thoroughly the sive weapon. He had not gone far when
mercantile, manufacturing, railroads and the bear seized the torch and extinguished
other methods of transportation of this it.
Several times this occurred, but
country, because it is the purpose of the finally Mr. Via located him, and found his
Emperor to promote the establishment in fine dog in a dying condition. He backed
his dominions of all the modern agencies out of the hole, asked for his gun, and
of wealth and progress which are exempli while some of the other men pushed in the
fied in the United States more than in any torch Mr. Via succeeded in shooting the
other nation.” It is in order to suggest bear in the head, killing him instantly.
that the Chinese government provide Mr. Mr. Via then came out and his son went
Yen Nien with an expert press agent to in to bring out the dead bear.
secure him advertising proportionate to
The den was a large aperture, probably
his rank and the importance of his 20 feet square and 10 feet high, and was
mission, if it desires the people to know approached from the passageway above
thu he is with us. I tell you, brethren, described by an inclined plane. The young
advertising is no longer a luxury; it is a man went through this passage, entered
nee- sity, if you are seeking the attention the den and pulled the bear to the passage
of the people.
'
and then endeavored to pull him through,
Ex-President and Mrs. Harrison passed but found he was unable to do so. He lay
through Washington this week, but they down on his breast and grasped the bear,
did not leave the car, which was attached and the others caught hold of his feet and
to a through train. A few of their friends brought both man and bear to the light.
THE SWEET MAGNOLIA.

The bear weighed easily 200 pounds, and Office of Rangeley Lakes,
Rangeley, Me.,
was as fat as butter. The participants in
May 1C, 1896.
this hunt are naturally very proud of their
To the Guides :—
achievemen t.—Richmond Dispatch.
The idea of a guides’ premium inaugurated
by Rangeley Lakes last year having proved
so successful, we have decided to continue
A H ygienic W riting Paper.
the plan and make it even more interesting
Among the latest things in stationery is this season.
a writing paper which is specially man
As a starter we offer a
ufactured for the prevention of the spread
ing by letters of various forms of infectious
diseases. Everyone is aware that in re
ceiving letters from disease-stricken places,
at home or abroad, they run a certain
amount of risk. This stationery is said
to be rendered contagion-proof. The pa
per is so impregnated with antiseptics Made by the W inchester Repeating Arina Oft.
that all deleterious organisms adhering to This will go to the Guide who brings ua In toe
it are rendered inert, even though a fever- largest number of new subscribers to Rangis
stricken person write or touch the letter. le y Lakes before January 1st, 1807.
—Invention.
But I f you-don’t get subscribers enough to

$36

F a n cy

S p ortin g

RIFLE

An A n ecdote o f ^Lincoln.

Two gentlemen, prominent in Washing
ton circles, were present at a gathering
with Mr. Lincoln. Noticing him as he
talked with a distant group, they remark
ed on his great height.
“ Mr. Lincoln,” said one, as he ap
proached them, “ I believe .you’re the tal
lest man I ever saw!”
“ Oh, no!” said Lincoln, with his solemn
smile, “ I ’m short! Why, there’ s Long
John Wentworth, of Chicago, could lick
salt off the top of my head!” —Illustrated
American.
’TW IXT YOU AND ME.

capture the rifle, w e offer one o f E . T . H oart
best $12

HancJ-IVIade Fishing Rods
as a

As a
THIRD PREMIUM

—^

W e offer a handsome collection o f Mrs. H. H
Dill’s

H an d -M a d e R a n geley Flies.
A N D S T IL L AN O T H ER

___— ^

To the one bringing in the fourth largest fist
we will give a

A campaign biographer says the demopopulist candidate for governor of New
York, Wilbur F. Porter, is the youngest
of 13 children. Now let the superstitious
T o the guide not securing any of the above
folks get in their work.—Lewiston Journal.
All right, here goes the name. Wilbur premiums, but bringing in over 10 new sub
scribers, we will give a year’s subscription to
F. Porter contains 13 letters! The middle
Rangeley Lakes
letter of the name is F and stands seven
Trusting that the above will be of interest to
from either end. F is number 6 in the
every guide, we remain, •
alphabet. 7 and 6 are 13!!

Handsome Fly Book.

Yours for booming the Rangleys-,

A Hope man’ s fondness for mutton and
The Publishers o I cRa n g e l b y L a k e *.
honey cost him $30. the other day. He
P . S. Subscription blanks furnished on ftpstole them.—Kennebec Journal.
plicationW ay back in the 40’s when the late Na
thaniel Gammon “ kept store” in Phillips,
one of his regular customers came in, and
seeing a dish of honey, remarked that he
had not tasted honey for some years, he
liked it very much but it hurt him, al
though he never could eat more than a
i*
cent’s worth at a time. However he said
he would take just a taste and proceeded >C a v ea ts, a n d T r a d e -M a r k s o b t a in e d a n d e ii
$
to do so. Eating and telling how good it t e n t b u s in e s s c o n d u c t e d f o r fiflODEftATEur Office is Opposite U. S. Patent©!*,
was etc. When he had concluded his feast pO
la n d w e c a n s e c u r e p a te n t i a le s s t im e tisa a th- > « ;
)
he handed Mr. Gammon a cent. “ Hold on { r e m o t e fr o m W a s h in g t o n .
d r a w in g o r p h o t o ., v /it k
a minute,” said Mr. G. “ I just weighed Ll i oSne. n d Wmeo daedl,v is
e , i f p a te n ta b le o r n o t , Ire*
that before you came in and I will see how Jc h a r g e . O u r f e e r o t d u e till p a te n t is se c u r e d . *
in P a te n ts ,” w h it ?
much it weighs now.” The honey was one {*c o sAt Po fa ms apmhel eint , t“h eH oUw. tSo. Oa nb ta
d f o r e ig n e.»aatriw >j
%
pound and 6% ounces short, and at 12 Jsent I r e e . A d d r e s s ,
cents per pound the man who “ couldn’ t
eat a cent’ s w orth,” had to pay 17 cents.

iC.,A.SWOW&COJ
C pp. Patent O ffice, W ashington . D. O. I

A Skowhegan man who has been visit
ing in Vermont sends home for exhibition
a lot of black bass, the result of one after
noon’ s fishing with the statement that
one of these fish on a line is harder to han
dle than a sheep at the end of a rope.
Yes and one Maine brook trout is worth
as much as 18 carloads of the bass.—Ban
gor Commercial.
And one of the Rangeley trout, on a
line, is harder to handle than would be
the whole 18 carloads of bass.
A curious sight in the Maine w oods the
other day was that afforded by a well
known minister of the gospel whose flock
is pastured in a certain city fair to see,
chasing through the wilderness after buck
deer in beautiful, touching and wholly
pious disregard of the fact that it was
close time, and that he was violating the
law of the state. Whether or not he suc
ceeded in bagging his game I do not know;
if he did he will find out soon that while
preachers can use the toll-bridges and
railways about as they want to, they
can’ t trifle with the game laws any more
than mortals can. “ Thou shalt not kill
in close time,” is a good commandment
for many of us to remember.
‘ ‘From such as these, good Lord deliver
us.” .
Ripans Tabules cure dyspepsia!
Ripans Tabules cure torpid liver.
Ripans Tabules: pleasant laxative.
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C O P Y R I G H T S .^

CAN I OBTAIN A PATENT ? For a
answer and an honest opinion, write to
«fc GO., who have had nearly fifty years’
experience in the patent business. Communiofttlons strictly confidential. A H andbook of In
formation concerning Patents and how to ob
tain them sent free. Also a catalogue of mechan
ical and scientific books sent free.
Patents taken through Munn & Go. reoelre
special notice in the Scientific A ineiicnn, and
thus are brought widely before the public with
out cost to the inventor. This splendid paper,
issued weekly, elegantly illustrated, has by far tho
largest circulation of any scientific work ln tho
world. 83 a year. Sample copies sent free.
Building Edition, monthly, $2.50 a year. Single
copies, 2 $ cents. Every number contains beau
tiful plates, in oolors, and Photographs of new
houses, with plans, enabling builders to show tho
latest designs aud secure contracts. Address
ew York, 3 6 1 Bro ad w ay.
MUNN & CO.. NJe

Ripans Tabulee.
Ripans Tabules cure dizziness.
Ripans Tabules euro liver troubles.
Ripans Tabules cure headache.
Ripans Tabules: for sour stomach-

RANGELEY LAKES
SIMPLE SUMS FOR SILVERITES.

i i l l o

Problem s W h ic h Can E asily B e Figured,'
Out hy Voters.

A farm er raises 1 ,0 0 0 bushels of]
Wheat, for w hich he now gets $500. ■
W ith that money he buys various kinds i
of manufactured goods at low prices.
W ith free coinage at 10 to 1 he m igh t
get $ 1 ,0 0 0 for his w heat, but w ould
certainly have to pay nearly tw ice as
much for the goods he w ould buy. H ow
touch w ould the farm er gain from a
cheap m oney scheme w hich doubled the
price o f the things he gets in exchange
for his wheat?
The Sherm an silver law of 1890 pro
vided for the purchase by governm ent
of 5 4 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0 ounces of silver per year.
Under the operation of that law the
price of silver, after a short speculative
rise, fe ll stead ily from $ 1 .1 6 to 73 cents.
Per ounce. I f the purchase and storage]
of practically the entire A m erican pro-'
duction of silver could not prevent its
Price from fa llin g , w h at reasons are
there for believing that the mere act of
coining silver into dollars and return
ing them to the owners of tho bullion
teill double the price o f a ll the silver in
the w orld?
A w orkingm an w h o depends for his,
livelihood on the sale of his labor to an
employer is now paid $2 per day in
currency based on the gold standard and
kept on a parity w ith gold by our laws.
This $2 w ill buy a relatively large quan
tity of necessities. I f this country adopts
free coinage and goes on to a silver basis,
$2 w ill buy on ly on e-h alf as m uch of
the goods the w orkingm an needs. Show
how labor w ould be benefited by a pol
icy w hich w ould cut the purchasing
Power o f w ages in two.
A n investor h avin g m oney to lend
teas approached by a farm er w h o w an t
ed a loan for the purpose of buying new
implem ents, additional stock aud some
fertilizers. “ I f you w ill let me have
$800 on the security of m y land and
buildings, ” said the farm er, “ I w ill
Vote for a freo silver law w hich w ill en
able m e to pay you back next year in
dollars w orth ju st h a lf of those you
]end me. ’ ’ State how m uch m oney that
investor loaned the farm er, also the
fote of interest paid.
A large num ber o f persons w h o com 
plained that they were poor decided to
^hact law s w hich w ou ld m ake them a ll
*^ch. A s their poverty consisted in the
fock of food, clothes, furniture, houses
other form s of w ealth, they agreed
foat instead of producing the things
“key needed they w ou ld set men to work
digging silver, w hich they did not need,
of the R ocky m ountains. B y so dofog they expected that the supply of
pfoer labor products w ould in some m y sforious w ay be increased. H ow m uch is
^teice n othing, and how w ill the changfog of silver bullion into coins m ake
fo°re houses, m achinery or beef?
. ^ the sound m oney vote in V erm on t
focreases the R epublican m a jo rity from
p .0 0 0 in 1892 to 3 8 ,0 0 0 this year, how
fobg w ill it take the 16 to 1 issue to
Jripo out the entire D em ocratic vote in
foat state?
W hidden G raham .
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5 S H O T S IN M A G A Z IN E .

This is the first box magazine, lever action gun, ever put on the market. It is light in weight; handsome in form; strong, safe
swift, and sure in action. The best materials, which our large capacity and exprerience have determined, are used in receiver,
action and barrel. The parts are made to, gauges hy our own interchangeable system—not fitted by hand and numbered separate
ly. The complete gun has been tested at 60,000 lbs. pressure with a .30 Caliber Government shell and ball, giving velocities of
2 4 feet per second. The regular velocity required for this cartridge is 2,000 feet. Each gun has been proved in the rough and
finished condition, shot to prove the action, and sighted upon a 200-yard target. As a single loader, it can be shot 25 times per
minute from the shoulder, with aim; as a repeater, at the rate of tw o to three shots per second, with aim. We believe that no
other;gun can offer so many advantages in rapidity of action, high velocity, and excellence of material and workmanship.

Winchester Repeating Arm s Co,.
H a v e n , Conn.
Besides the m oney in circulation therd
w as in the treasury $ 1 1 1 ,8 0 3 ,3 4 0 of
gold to cover the certificates and m a in 
tain the redem ption of legal tender
notes, 3 7 8 ,6 1 4 ,0 4 3 silver dollars, w hich
are in the -Geasury m ainly because peo
ple object to receiving them , and other
m oneys aggregating $ 6 8 4 ,5 1 9 ,9 8 1 . The
w h ole am ount of m oney in the country
in 1876 w as $ 7 6 5 ,6 8 3 ,2 8 4 ; in 1896, in 
clu d in g gold and silver bullion in the
treasury, the am ount is $ 2 ,3 4 6 ,8 9 7 ,9 5 5 .
A s long

as gold, either from its in 

trinsic superiority as a m etal, from
rarity or from

its

the prejudices of m an

kind, retains so considerable a pre-em i
nence in value over silver as it has h ith 
erto bad, a natural
seems to be

that

consequence o f this

its

condition w ill be

more stationary. T h e revolutions, there
fore, w hich m ay take place in the com 
parative value of gold and silver w ill be
changes in the state o f the latter rather
than in th at of the form er.— A lexand er
H am ilton .

Horse Nonsense.
“ I d o n ’ t Jbink I am rea lly any cheaper
than I used to be, ’ ’ argued the horse.
“ I am w orth ju st as much as I ever
was.
The bicycle
has appreciated.
T h a t’ s-alL ” — C hicago Tribune.
L e t farm ers rem em ber that a 2 0 0 cent
dollar is ju st as valuable in their hands
as it is in the h a n d so f the w a g e earner.

A PLAIN TALK TO WORKINGMEN.'
The A B C o f the Silver Question.

m in t and had it coined into 16 to 1
dollars, and
Suppose so much had been coined that
a ll the silver in the w orld w as m ade
into 16 to 1 dollars, and
Suppose that every one of these dol
lars was piled in one heap right on the
next block, and
Suppos# every single one of them w as
w orth 100 emits here and everywhere.
W hat good w ould they do us unless
w e had som ething we could trade by
w hioh w e could get one?
W e ll, we have som ething to trad e;
everybody has.
Some have labor, so much for a dollar.
Som e have lum ber, so m uch for a
dollar.
Som e have sugar or potatoes or ham s
or coal or som ething else, a ll so m uch
for a dollar.
W e have advertising and subscrip
tions, so m uch for a dollar.
W h e n w e w ant one o f those silver
dollars, w e cannot go and take it. T hey
d on ’ t belong to ns. T h ey belong to the
m en w ho took the silver to the m in t to
be coined.
I f w e took one, it w ould be stealing.
I f w e asked for one for nothing, it
w ould be begging.
I f the owners gave us one for nothing,
it w ould be a g i f t
I f w e borrowed one, it w ould cost us
interest, and so
M ost of ns, to get one, m ust trade la 
bor, lum ber, sugar, coal, advertising or
som ething to get it.
T h is is absolutely and hon estly so,
isn ’ t it?
W e ll, being so, w h y do w e take any
chances on the dollar?
W e can get gold now .
I t is w orth 100 oents on a d ollar
everywhere.
So w e have supposed the silver to be,
but
Suppose it isn ’t.
W h a t then?
W h a t is the use o f ta k in g a chance
unless w e can do better? A silver dolla r w o n ’ t be w orth m ore than 1 0 0 cents,

L e t us not get m ixed up w ith com 
p le x m atters in connection w ith the free
Silver idea.
L et ns not befog our brain w ith ar
gum ents about the crim e of 1878 or
bother w ith the m any theories w hich
the advocates of free silver are giv in g us.
There Has Been No Reduction.
B u t let us take a com m on sense view
* ^ h e n a silverite urges you to vote for o f the situation.
N o w , to start w ith :
-fo0 coinage on the ground that “ the
Suppose Bryan w as elected and the w ill it?
~riffie of ’ 7 3 ” reduced the m oney in the
W e are getting that now .
free ooinage act had been passed and
°0hntry, ju st show h im these figu res:
L e t w ell enough alo n a
. The m oney in this country in circu- th a t free coinage w as an actual fact.
Som e say duty com pels a Dem ocrat to
Suppose that silver could be taken to
. l0h» not counting the m oney in the
asury, at tw o dates 20 years apart the m in t and coined into silver dollars back up and vote for a Dem ocrat. Y ou
have B r y a n ’ s w ord that he is no D em o
at the ratio of 16 to 1.
as as fo llo w s :
crat. L et him deny that he said it.
H o w w ould that affect ns?
Stam v
July 1,1876. July 1, 1898.
8ub„ti mnk a°tes......... $1,047,335
Som e say it is pretty bad now . W e
W e h aven ’ t got any silver bullion.
$59,999,865
lary 8ilver....... 21,055,128
A w hole lot o f people w ho ow n silver m ig h t as w ell take a chance. I t ca n ’ t
U r n * . 1 currency... 82,988,845
Katf 8tates notes ••• 331,447,878 $25,451,858 m ines have it, and so they could have be worse.
81 baBk notea .. 816,120,702 215,881,927 it coined into 16 to 1 dollars, but not
W hat kind o f tom foolery is this?
Golri
Paciflo coast. 25,000,000
............. h avin g any ourselves w e could not have
A re things bad in a business w ay?
S i ; ! 00,111......................................
450.128.483
L e t us tell you som ething to try.
Qola doUara...............................
62,175,998 a solitary, single d ollar coined under the
Biit„ c?rtLflcates..........................
42,320,759 free silver act.
V o te dow n this crow d o f repudiators.
SheL* certificates.........................
831,259,509
N o w , suppose, however, that a ll the
T e ll the w orld in trum pet tones In
0 *Lan notes.................................
95,217,861
on°y certificates.......................
81,840,000silver m in e owners and others w ho had N ovem ber that w e w an t the best money,
that w e w ill take n o other, a n d business
•Total
----------------------------------------------- : silver took it a ll to W ashington or P h il
Per
.......................
$1,509,725,200 adelphia or to some other U n ited States •w ill revive.

plta circulation..

of

1

Lee the capital out tnat Bryan, pmcj,
his follow ers have scared under cover,
and prosperity w ill
com e.— Lum ber
Trade Journal.
Strange B e d B ellow s.

T he thought of sleeping w ith such
bed fellow s disgusts U ncle Sam.

Sound Argument From Eminent Bimet
allists.
G o ld is recognized
standard of value.

as the

It

universal

is the

measure

that m ust be used. . It is the measure by
w hich your w ealth m ust be tested. * * *
The w ealth of the United States is
tested by the same rule. It has bef
and alw ays w ill
measurem ent,

be the

and

w hen

touchstone
yon

X

depr

from that ancl try to figure up any other
measure

w hich

the

w orld

does

not

recognize yon get into confusion.— Sen
ator W illia m M . Stewart.

Silver, Copper and Then Paper.
T he owners of copper m ines need not
be elated w ith the idea that the argu
m ent for cheap silver dollars is a s till
better argum ent for cheaper copper dol
lars. W e shall not drop to a copper
basis. T he u ltim ate testin g place for
the Popocrats is foredeterm ined in their
platform assertion of the right of the
governm ent to issue legal tender paper
dotes. T h a t is the cheap m oney paradise
into w h ich a ll the advocates o f repudia
tion are log ically drawn.

Romance o f a Song.
The familiar song, “ I ’ll H ang M y Harp
on a W illow Tree,” has attached to it a bit
of royal romance. It was written by a
young nobleman, who became enamored
of Queen Victoria a year or so before she
ascended the British throne, which event
destroyed his hopes of w inning her hand.
The words first appeared in an English
magazine set to music by Wellington
Guernsey.
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RANGELEY LAKES

8
AMONG TH E O RD ERS.

B. Grover of Phillips, was
Miss Allie Mav Haley has returned | A.
Wednesday.
John Everett of Phillips, was in
Posteal Viles, of Flagstaff, was in town
Wednesday.
Friday.
Isaac Smith of Madrid, was in
Mrs. W. L. Butler is on a visit to
Wednesday.
Wilton.
E.
A. Rogers has been in town for a Mr. and Mrs. P. Richardson are
from Kennebago.
few dayi.
home.

Society Notes, Rangeley.
Saturday, O ct. 17. Regular meeting Rangeley
Commandery N o. 408, Order of the Golden
Cross. M eet in Church Vestry.
W ednesday p. m., Oct. 21, Regular meeting
W . C. T . U .. at the Library.

Socity Notes, Phillips.
Monday, O ct. 26, Regular meeting M t. Abram
Lodge, N o. 05, A . O. U . W . Hall in Bates
Block.
Tuesday,
. 20 Mt. Saddleback Lodge, I. O
O. F., N o. 92. Hall, Beal Block.
Wednesday, Oct. 21, Regular Commumcaion,
Blue Mountain Lodge, N o. 67, F . & A . M ,
at Masonic Hall.
Thursday, Oct. 15, Regular meeting Cushman
Post, N o. 87, G. A . R., at Grange Hall, at
2.00 P. M.
Thursday, O c t . 15, Regular meeting W om an ’
Relief Corps at Grange Hall, 6.30 P . M.
Saturday, Oct. 17 , North Franklin Grange, N o
186, Patrons o l Husbandry, at Grange Hall
Saturday, Oct. 17, Regular meeting Phillip
Commandery, N o. 402, Order o f the Golds
en Cross. Grange Hall.

Local Paragraphs.
The nights are getting so one likes to tuck the
covers in,
The katydids are gossiping about poor
Katherine,
A man can wear a collar now for much more
than a minute,
W ithout its losing all the starch the laundry
man put ln it.
And if things keep on progressing ln the way
they’ve started out,
The time will he upon us soon, without a shade
of doubt,
W hen the frost shall shrink the mercury down
to a low degree,
And the skeeters cease from troubling, and
the festive fly shall flee.

’ Tis the Oquossoc, now.
Rangeley is herself again.
People are banking their houses.
The log teams are busy just now.
Frank Kempton is building a new house.
The steamer Irene has been taken to
pieces.
Why not have the steam mill run this
winter?
A. J. Haley, of Farmington, has been in
town the past week.
The Cottage flags on Rangemere and
Outlook are taken in for the winter.
A harvest concert is under considera
tion by the young people of the church.
Wm. Ellis, who lives on Beech Hill,
does quite an amount of teaming from
Phillips.
Geo. H. Snowman is in town, having
completed his work on I. W. Greene’s
buildings.
The Mr. Noble whose article appears in
another column of this issue is not Dr. F.
A. Noble himself, but his son.
The traders will close their stores at 6 p.
m., on Tuesday and Friday evenings from
October 13, 1896 to April 1, 1897.
Mrs. H. R. Jackson and son, Bartley,
left on the train Tuesday for a tw o
weeks’ visit to relatives in Winthrop.
The Rangeley Lake House is closed and
when opened next season it will be yet an
other “ New” house. A large addition is
to be built previous to that time.
The special town meeting which was
to be held last Monday in regard to the
establishing of .two new roads did not
come off, on account of a defect in post
ing the notices.
A Dallas man and wife, who were returning from Phillips, thought for a
change they would take the new road
from Madrid. They got on all right till
they came to the Only road that leads
from it and' instead of turning and cros
sing the bridge they kept on up into
Letter E, some five miles out of their way.
When they reached the end of the road
they decided it was not the one they
wanted and drove back to Madrid and up
over Beech hill, to Will. Ellis’ where they
passed the remainder of the night.

in town Quite a number of our people are buy
ing house lots in the different parts o f
town the village.

Jas. Mathieson finished with Mr. Gil
town man Friday and has gone to Billy Soule’s
to guide a man hunting.
Workmen are progressing nicely on the
home
well ef Anson Robertson. They have
The owners of the park site are clearing struck water and also a ledge.
J. E. Lamb and wife went to Phillips
Friday morning nearly all the mountains
and burning the bush.
this week.
New oats are said to be quoted as low
Miss Etta Snowman is at work for were more or less white with snow.
Saddleback, in particular, was robed as if
as 25 cents per bushel.
Mrs. A. L. Robertson.
winter was really here.
Board McCard and W ill Lamb are
Jacob Haley has got done watching
S. G. Haley, drove out to Phillips, Fri
painting C. T. Richardson’ s building on trout on Kennebago stream.
day, about 200 lambs he had Just bought.
High St.
A large amount of pressed hay will be He says his purchases here this fall will be
Mrs. McCard and Harold and Miss hauled to Bemis this winter.
close up to a thousand.
Libby made a visit to the south shore of
Mr. Blanchard of Wilton, drove out
Lowell asked: “ What is so rare as a.
the lake Sunday.
quite a lot of cattle Tuesday.
day in June?” Mr. Noble replies: “ So
Miss Georgia Esty and Miss Florence
Chas. Hammond and John R. Viles of perfect and royal a day as Saturday, Oc
Hinkley walked down to Greenvale Coplin were in town Wednesday.
tober 10th, at Rangeley.
Monday afternoon.
Mrs. John Herrick and daughter went
E.
I. Herrick accidently stuck a rusty
Ed. Beedy and John Bachelder were in to Farmington Tuesday, for a few days
nail into the palm of his hand last Thurs
town Tuesday looking for a job in the visit.
day, going nearly through it. It has
woods for their teams.
Furbish & Butler’s trotter, Cavalier, caused him considerable pain.
Deck Quimby is clearing up the 65 acre was taken to Mansfield, Mass, this week
Mr. G. W . Morris, the Guide Book man
cutdown of Mr. Hano’ s, on the Badger by Mr. Butler.
did not meet the encouragement he desired
farm near Quimby Pond.
Miss Ada Huntoon and Mrs. Clara and he proposes to issue his new book
Ermon D. Eastman, of Portland, a Smith of Phillips, took a trip to Rnmford without any mention of the Rangeleys.
Phillips boy, returned from the Aroostook Falls this week.
Harry Kimball is watching the Rangewith a moose and tw o deer.
Sam’ l. Clark, Bern. Moulton and ley stream. All the streams are being
A.
S. Arnburg, who has been clerk atCaptain Barker came up from Bemis, well protected and everything is being
the Kennebago Lake House, has gone to Saturday night.
done to keep the fishing up to the past
his home in Dorchester, Mass.
Mrs. Isaac Ellis went to Jay Tuesday, to season’ s record.
Oscar Ross and Eben Rowe are hauling visit her husband, who is working on the
We hope every reader of this week’ s
logs from the lake to Haley pond. They new railroad there.
R a n g e l e y L a k e s will read the first page
will have about 300,000 ft. in all.
There was a dance Wednesday night at article by Frederick Perry Noble, of
The blasting on the Kennebagc^ stream Furbish Hall. A guide’ s ball next Chicago. Mr. Noble says Rangeley has
been boomed for its fish and game but
has driven the deer from that section Wednesday evening.
never for its Autumnal beauties which he
out nearer the settled portions of the
Frank W . Hewey and family are getting
so vividly describes.
town.
ready to move down to the Lake Point
Edward Grant, the well known RangeOne of the summer visitors says that to cottage for the winter.
ley guide, returned to the Rangeley re
keep Rangeley as a resort for the cure of
Chas. Barrett and James Mathieson
hay fever, the raising of vegetables and went over to Kennebago Farm with gion, Tuesday, after a visit to his brother,
grain must be given up.
street
Elliott Russell last week to look for J. H. Grant, the Dickman
blacksmith.
Mr. Grant is a guide
One guide in speaking of deer says he deer.
and hunter of experience and never
is sure there are more deer in the woods
Morrell Goldsmith, of Phillips, drove
about this section than there are three through town Tuesday on his way to tires of telling of his experiences in
Maine’ s forest primeval. He was one of
pound trout in the lakes.
Stratton, with a load of cabbage from
the hunters at the last Sportsmen’ s ex
A. P. Richardson of West Chesterfield, Geo. W ing’ s farm.
hibit
in Madison Square Garden, New
N. H., who put in the dams on the Range- Geo. Hen. Huntoon has taken the con
ley system, is building the new dam at tract to haul the sand for the addition to York, and with the guides was the cyno
sure of all eyes because they came from the
Peterson’s Rips on the Androscoggin.
the ;hotel.' He brought in his first load State of Maine.—Kennebec Journal.
The “ signs” of hear are very numerous Wednesday afternoon.
in by Kemankeag pond and about
T. H. Barrett, has built a very nice
Ephraim’ s Ridges. Deck Quimby is to platform rocker and is now at work on
start on the trail for them in a few a second one. He is getting out the
days.
material for a fly rod to be made from
G.
W. Morris, the guide book publish
the sugar pear wood.
er was in town this week, coming in by
The evening of October 14 was one of
way of Bemis. He is looking for adver the finest for boating that we have had
tising for his new book “ Maine, Her Re for the season. The air was mild, the lake
sorts etc.”
as smooth as the proverbial mirror and
N ow ready at
Wm. B. Smith, the photographer who the row down from M oxy Ledge was
has been in Rangeley all summer, has something to be remembered.
gone into the Dead River region for the
The selectmen are looking for a chance Call and examine my Complete and Stylish
F. & M. Railroad and will take some to build an engine house. They want to
line of
views of the scenery around that region. build it in the vicinity of the water and

MILLINERY!

Fall and Winter Hats

Mrs. H. H. D IL L ’S

Mrs. G. L. Kempton has a rose bush have been offered a chance just north of
that must either have forgotten the time the residence of J. A. Russell. Such a
of year, or it was so full of autumn splen building is needed, for the engine and
dor that It had to burst out to show its ladder truck will have to be housed out
appreciation. The bush is known as the doors if one is not built immediately.
“ Portland Blanche.” On Oct. 11, it had
AGAIN TO BE ENLARGED.
17 buds.
Whether the cold weather
effected it can only be imagined.
Rangeley Lake House to Have 60 Foot Ad
Adon Smith, Esq., of New Y ork city
ded to tho East End.
who, with his family, have been at “ OutJ1
look Cottage” on the hotel grounds
The continued prosperity of the Rangethrough the season, returned home Mon ley Lake House makes it necessary to add
day. He has been a frequent visitor to more rooms to the present large house.
the Rangeleys for many years, and his It has been expected an addition would
love for this section increases year by be added before another season, but not
year. Mr. Smith is one of the prominent until Wednesday were plans completed.
masons of his city, and is a 32 degree man.
The addition will be about 40 by 60 feet,
He has held the highest offices of the lodge, 3 stories with flat roof. Tho lower floor
chapter and commandery. Upon his re will be for parlor and reception rooms.
tirement from the position of E. C. of The tw o upper stories will be divided Into
Morton Commandery, of New -Y ork city, about 25 sleeping rooms. The present
he was presented with a very fine gold dining-room will be onlarged by taking in
watch, handsomely engraved. He is also the present parlor and reception room and
a Shriner and is Grand Monarch of Azim perhaps a portion of the rooms on the op
G rotto, No 7, N. Y. city, of the Mystic posite side of the hall.
Order Veiled Prophet of the Enchanted
A. J. Haley, of Farmington, has taken
Realm.
i the contract and work was begun to-day.

Trimmed
AND

Untrimmed Hats.
1 have also an extensive line of ladies’ and
children’s

Underwear, Hosiery, Kid Gloves.
Worsteds, Yarns, Stamped
Linens, Etc.

Langdon &Batcliellers Glove-Fitting

CORSETS.
Try a pair.

Y ou will wear no others.

A few

F e a th e r B oa s
In Ostrich and Goq le ft.

Y ou are cordially in*

vited to call and examine my stock before
purchasing elsewhere.

M rs. II. II. D I L L ,
Main Street,

Rangeley, Maine*

